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C
COACHES CAPTAINS ATHLETES FAMILY

Develop talent 
and character.

Prepare to face 
adversity.

Stay even-keeled 
after wins or losses.

Lace up together.

LACE UP
One of the last things you do before you step onto the field or the court is to make sure 
that your shoes are laced up tight. Without that solid lacing, it could come untied mid-
game and trip you up. Without the solid foundation of well-laced sneakers, you will fall.

It's not just your shoes that need to be laced up tight, though. Your character needs to 
be laced up just as carefully. You will be limited by your character long before you are limited by your talent. 
When you lace up your character, you know that adversity is coming, you don't let the highs get too high or 
the lows too low, and you do the work until the work is done. 

Let's look at each of those briefly.

Lace up and know adversity is coming. There's no great victory without a great fall. There will be obstacles. 
But if you have laced up properly, those obstacles can't knock you off course. 

Lace up and don't let the highs get too high or the lows too low. If you think you're the best after a win and 
the worst after a loss, then you need to lace up. No matter how good or bad things are going, it's just a 
pause on the road. It's not the end. To keep yourself from going too high or too low, focus on this: What is 
the next smallest win you can get? 

Lace up and do the work until the work is done. You would never take your shoes off in the middle of a 
race. You don't unlace until the job is done. Whatever goals you are working toward, stay laced up until 
completion. No matter how long it takes, do your best until you get it right.

When you lace up your character, it moves you forward in ways that talent never could. 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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F O R  C O A C H E S

LACE UP: FOR COACHES
We don't have to choose between investing in talent and investing in character. Results are best 
when we invest in both. An athlete with a strong work ethic and perseverance will be able to take 
their talent a lot farther than an athlete who doesn't like to work and quits when it gets tough. 
All the talent in the world won't help the second type of athlete find lasting success, but the first 

type is guaranteed to succeed in sports and in life. 

When the season is on the line and we're met with a tough decision to hold a student to the team 
standard, it's really hard to say character matters more than talent. That almost feels like saying winning 
doesn't matter. But that's true only if we are more worried about winning games than winning the hearts of 
our student-athletes. 

So the question to ask ourselves is: What do I care about winning?

A win doesn't necessarily look like a higher score than the other team at the end of the game. A win could 
be helping a C student become a B student. A win could be helping a disadvantaged teen go to college. 
A win could be seeing an antisocial athlete sacrifice for his teammates. 

There are a lot of things that could be wins. We just have to concentrate on the question: What do I care 
about winning?

We can't let our talent outrun our character because character will limit us long before our talent does. 
We've got to lace up our character so we don't lose our footing mid-game. Don't choose between 
developing talent or developing character. Develop both.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to PREPARE to encounter adversity. 

Obstacles and setbacks are part of the process of reaching 
our goals. These could be derailing influences, but only 
if we are unprepared for them. Expecting the setbacks 
is a huge step in the preparation, but we can also make 
contingency plans for the more likely setbacks (such as 
player injury or ineligibility). 

2. Opportunities to PRACTICE remaining even-keeled 
after winning or losing. No single win or loss determines 
a season. It's an aggregate of all the games. We can't let 
a win take us too high or a loss take us too low. Practice 
celebrating (or learning) and then letting go within 24 
hours of a win or loss. This can apply to smaller wins or 
losses, too, like having a smooth class period or spilling 
coffee on your shirt.

3. Opportunities to PERSEVERE when something is really 
hard. Let's look at a couple of examples. Struggling to 
get a pickle jar open? Don't give up! Change your tactics 
instead. Failing to see a way to counter an upcoming 
opponent's tactics? Don't give up! Ask someone else's 
opinion instead.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Show class, have pride, and display 
character. If you do, winning takes care of 
itself.” Bear Bryant
 TUESDAY:
“Character is doing the right thing when 
nobody's looking. There are too many people 
who think that the only thing that's right is to 
get by, and the only thing that's wrong is to 
get caught.” J. C. Watts
WEDNESDAY:
“Natural talent only determines the limits of 
your athletic potential. It's dedication and a 
willingness to discipline your life that makes 
you great.” Billie Jean King
THURSDAY:
“Character is the result of two things: mental 
attitude and the way we spend our time.”   
   Elbert Hubbard
FRIDAY:
“Without a firm foundation, without your 
sneakers laced up tight, you know that your 
feet will fall out from underneath you.” 
   Coach Mackey
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F O R  C A P TA I N S

LACE UP: FOR CAPTAINS
Adversity can only knock you off course if you think there will be no adversity on the path to 
your goals. There will always be adversity. There will always be obstacles. If it's all smooth 
sailing, your goals aren't big enough. 

When you realize that adversity is a natural part of going after big goals, then the obstacles that crop 
up on the way will not be able to surprise you. You'll already know that it's going to be harder than you 
think and that it'll cost more of you than you estimate. You'll already know that a teammate could be 
injured or a referee could make a bad call. This has two important implications:

You can prepare for potential obstacles. The point of lacing up is to prepare for the adversity that's 
coming your way. Of course, you can never know exactly what will happen, but you'll be more aware 
of what could happen. This isn't to cause anxiety or make you worry about what if's. It's to help you 
mentally prepare for things to not go your way. If you expect setbacks, then they can't set you back for 
long. 

Adversity is necessary to the process. Think about a story like in a book or movie, the hero never wins 
without first failing. There's no great victory without 
first experiencing a great fall. It's not separate from the 
path; it is the path. The obstacle is the way forward 
to where you want to be. If you don't get around that 
obstacle or overcome that adversity, you don't reach 
your goal. The mountain doesn't fall out of the sky 
onto a perfectly straight road. The road winds up and 
around the mountain. It's part of the whole.

Your goals are too important for you to be derailed by 
adversity and obstacles. Recognize these are part of 
the process and prepare yourself to overcome them.

C

///  CAPTAINS’ LOG  ///
“LEADERS ALWAYS LEAD”

Think of a goal you previously achieved. What 
obstacles came up and how did you handle 
them?

How would your success have been different 
(or even impossible) if those obstacles had not 
been present?

How have you dealt with adversity in a 
leadership capacity?

What are the potential obstacles or setbacks 
that could get in the way of your current goal?

How can you prepare for those obstacles (or 
any that you can't foresee)?
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LACE UP: FOR ATHLETES
You can't let the highs get you too high or the lows get you too low. Winning and losing are 
both part of competing. Nobody goes through life undefeated. It just doesn't happen. It can't 
happen because losing teaches valuable lessons that would be missed if you only won all the 
time, and those are the lessons that would enable you to win in the first place.

Winning a quarter doesn't win a game. One heat doesn't bring the team to victory. One game doesn't make or 
break a season. These are all really easy things to say, but how often do our actions show that you believe the 
opposite? How many times have you given up in Q3 because the other team is winning? How many times have 
you celebrated a win all week to the point that you got stomped at the next game? 

You have to play the whole movie. Don't let one good streak make you think you can't lose, and don't let a 
bad streak make you think you can't win. Be humble, but be proud. It's a balancing act, and it takes practice. 
Sometimes a loss will still crush you or a win will put your head in the clouds. Just try to bring yourself back to 
earth with techniques like the following:

1. For victories, make a 24-hour rule. Only allow yourself to celebrate for 24 hours after the game. After that 
time has passed, let it go. Don't talk about it or refer to it unless it's to point out a way that you can improve 
for the next game.

2. For losses, make a learn-and-let-go rule. Ask why until you know why the game went wrong. Then, learn 
how to get a different outcome next time. Learn the lesson, and then let it go. 

Lace up and don't let the highs get too high or the lows get too low. 

ATHLETE’S EXERCISE: 

1. When have you let pride over a victory get too big? What happened?

2. When have you been too demoralized by a loss? What helped you let it go?

3. How can you remind yourself in tough situations that you have to play the whole movie?

4. What makes you a good winner? What about a good loser?

5. What is another technique you could use to help yourself be grounded after a win or lifted 
after a loss?
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F O R  FA M I LY

LACE UP: FOR FAMILY
Wins and losses come and go, but family is forever. The family is our constant support through 
both victories and losses.  Our family is where we learn to establish a firm foundation, or put 
another way, it's where we learn to lace our shoes up tight before a game. 

That firm foundation comes from several things, but here are three quick ones to focus on this week: 
right expectations, clear dialogue, and positive encouragement. 

Right expectations. We can expect that going after a big goal will entail some setbacks and obstacles. 
The budget will never be sufficient, something's going to break, we're going to be more tired than we 
thought, or all of the above. When we expect that we will encounter adversity, that prepares us so that 
the adversity doesn't derail us. 

Clear dialogue. The more open and honest communication that we have with each other, the more 
honest we can be with ourselves. It takes a lot of trust to be honest without being mean. Honesty as a 
weapon isn't what we're talking about here. Instead, we want to tell each other the truth from a place 
of love, and that will translate to how we tell the 
truth to ourselves.

Positive encouragement. Sometimes we just 
want to give up. There's nothing wrong with 
that feeling, but we should seek support and 
input from our family before we make any 
lasting decisions to quit on a goal. Often we'll 
find that all we needed was a bit of positive 
encouragement from a trusted person. Don't let 
each other give up on a whim.

Family helps us to stay even-keeled when we win 
or lose. And it's with our family that we learn to 
lace up, so we can do our best in any situation.

///  BEST 5  ///
THE BEST FIVE MINUTES OF THE WEEK

What setbacks or obstacles are you expecting with 
your current goal?

How does your expectation help you to prepare to 
meet that adversity?

Is your family communication open and honest? Give 
some examples.

How can everyone try to speak the truth (to be 
honest) from a place of love?

What is one encouragement you want to give to each 
of your family members today?
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MORE RESOURCES
Video: “Focus On Character and Success Will Follow | Here's How” Essential Living (YouTube)

Podcast: “111 Character vs Talent: How to Make Tough Decisions When Selecting Your Team” Coaching 
Culture Podcast (Anchor.fm)

Book: Talent is Overrated: What Really Separates World-Class Performers from Everybody Else by Geoff 
Colvin (Amazon)

Article: “Building Character Instead of Being a Character” by Dr. Alan Zimmerman (drzimmerman.com)


